
FREEING THE ENSLAVED
A POWERFUL EVENING LOOKING AT HOW 
TO ERADICATE MODERN DAY SLAVERY IN OUR TIME



Listening to stories of actual lives was motivating. 
I also thought hearing from people who didn’t 
work for the agency but charitably funded the 
efforts was very interesting.

The speakers were inspiring. I found myself in 
tears at times, an emotional journey.

We loved meeting people and seeing Jeff & 
meeting Bonnie!

I woke up the next morning enraged!

Thank you, an inspiring evening.

Rob’s comments on the importance of 
collaboration.

Nomi board member George Ross had a 
meaningful personal history with Norman Vincent 
Peale, the founder of Guideposts, that set him on a 
course for Christ-centered service. The moderator, 
John Temple, is the CEO of Guideposts. 

One family that had previously supported 
Love146 has enthusiastically reconnected with 
them.

All of the organizations commented how much 
they enjoyed and appreciated being together and 
sharing a stage in unity.

85% of participants were prompted to take action 
as a result of this event and the inspiring content.

FREEING THE ENSLAVED

SUMMARY QUOTES

STOOD OUT

RATINGS
Percentage of 
members that agreed 
with the following 
statements:

100% 100% 95%90%85%

SPEAKERS

AUGUST 2018

A human being is forced into slavery every 30 
seconds, joining the largest slave market in 
history. This reality is tragic. It all begins with a lie, 
and is fueled by fear and greed. Certainly, these 
modern day slaves would qualify as the “least of 
these” that God cares so deeply about and calls 
his people and his church to love and restore.

Generosity NY hosted hosted an informative 
and interactive panel discussion with leadership 
and key donors of front line Christian agencies 
working with and advocating for this vulnerable 
population. The passion and urgency in the room 
was palpable. The spirit of unity, mutual respect 
and appreciation was exciting to the speakers and 
to the membership. John Temple, former Assistant 
District Attorney of Manhattan, moderated with 
grace and tremendous acumen based on his 
experience. 

EDUCATED 

experienced a deeper 
learning on the topic

INSPIRED

by the stories and/or 
experience

ACTIVATED  

prompted to take 
action from the 
experience

ADVOCATES

would invite a 
friend to the next 
Generosity NY event

OVERALL RATING

Richard Lee, IJM
Haejin Shim, IJM
Amanda Eckhardt, Restore NYC
Joe Esposito, Restore NYC
George Ross, Nomi Network
Sweena Varghese, Nomi Network
Rob Morris, Love146
Rudy Chavez, Love146
Erin Phelps, Freedom Fund
Molly Gochman, Freedom Fund

RESULTING INFLUENCE

TAKE ACTION
CONTACT SPEAKERS

JOIN GIVING/INVESTOR CIRCLE

CAUSE ROUNDTABLE

A powerful evening looking at how to eradicate modern day slavery

ATTENDANCE: 59

SHORT VIDEO
LONG VIDEO

MEDIA

Understanding potential intersections between 
the ministries.

Meeting the panelists before the panel and 
hearing how they got involved in anti-trafficking.

IJM prayer story for government reform. 

mailto:jeff%40generosityny.com?subject=Join%20Freeing%20the%20Enslaved%20Giving%20Circle
mailto:jeff%40generosityny.com?subject=Contact%20Freeing%20the%20Enslaved%20Speakers
http://www.ijm.com/
http://restorenyc.org/
https://nominetwork.org/
https://love146.org/
https://love146.org/
https://freedomfund.org/
https://freedomfund.org/
http://www.ijm.com/
http://restorenyc.org/
https://nominetwork.org/


HIGHLIGHT MOMENTS
I was moved when a member of IJM talked about prayer for an hour 
every day.

I liked the idea of generational giving and I would like to see that 
become a reality in my home.

Would be honored to host an event myself.  

Great event!

The 1 month post event video is excellent!

I’m inquiring how I can help you facilitate.
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